
2017 Questival Tucson Challenge List
 All challenges must be verified by photo or video!

Easy=1, Moderate=3, Hard=6, Very Hard=9, Extreme=12
Challenge # Description Points Photo or Video

1=Photo

2=Video

SPORT & FITNESS 3=Either
1 Choreograph a team dance and perform it with audible music in a crowded area. Get permission first from the 

owner/operator of the crowded area unless it is a free public space. 6 2
2 Put a picture of Lavar Burtons face on a kite and fly it high, just like Reading Rainbow. Don't forget to sing the theme song. 3 2
3 Impromptu rolled-up sock dodgeball with non-Questival participants. 3 2
4 Show us your best team roller skating dance moves in a venue of your choosing, make it fabulous. 3 2
5 Catch a fish outdoors in a natural body of water with a fly rod. 9 2
6 Do your best gymnastics trick on a trampoline. The rest of your team needs to hold up judging point cards. 3 2
7 Convince a non-Questival participant to paint their face with the logo of your favorite sports franchise 6 2
8 Challenge a non-Questival participant to a jump rope competition in a public space. Provide the jump ropes and offer a 

prize if they win. #goodsportsmanship 3 2
9 Challenge another questival team to a best of 5 penalty kick competition using a regulation goal two totems in the 

submission. #goallllllllll 6 2
10 Catch a fish outdoors in a natural body of water with a rod and reel. 6 2
11 Give one of your teammates a piggy back ride up 3 flights of stairs. #timelapsevideoifnecessary 3 2
12 As a team hold a "wall sit" as long as you can. 3 3
13 As a team complete an entire fitness class 30 minutes or more (Zumba, Spin, etc.) dressed in head-to-toe aerobics gear. 

(Timelapse, don't forget your totem) 3 2
14 Show us your best volleyball serve over an actual volleyball net at a real volleyball court. 1 2
15 Give a teammate a handlebar ride on a bike, sing Bicycle Race by Queen together whilst doing so. 1 2
16 Have a teammate hold their breath while completely submerged underwater for as long as they can. Submit timelapse 

footage and record the total time in the description. (don't forget your totem) 6 2
17 Make large signs and cheer on a random park sporting event, make sure they know you're a fan and make them feel like 

an allstar. 3 2
18 Hurdle a full-size garbage can. After you're finished, empty your pockets of any trash. 1 2
19 Tandem cartwheel with a teammate for at least one full rotation. (need a lesson? tap this challenge then tap GO >) 6 2
20 Find a way to record your fastest fastball pitch, either softball or baseball. Put the MPH in the description and what you 

threw. 1 2



21 Walk two lengths of a slackline without falling off. #timelapsevideoifnecessary 3 2
22 Go to a driving range and hold a team long-drive competition. Record your longest drive. 3 2

23 Go to a bowling alley and challenge a group of strangers to a 'bowl off' and go head to head with them. Losers buy drinks 
for the winner. 

3 2

24 Ride a unicycle 6 2

25 Go rollerskating/rollerblading and hold a limbo contest. How low can you go? 6 2
26 Go tandem longboarding while singing Unchained Melody. 3 2

27 Perform your best belly flop at a public pool. Get everyone's attention first. Really go for it! 6 2
28 Arm wrestle a stranger, while armwrestling another stranger lefty, that's right double armwrestling. 3 2
29 Cool off in a natural waterfall (in = completely under getting wet). 6 2

30 Walk (or run) a mile in your teammate's shoes. (That's right, everyone switch shoes. Go.) Timelapse video. 3 2
31 Timelapse footage of your entire team holding a team plank as long as possible. One teammate may film. #respect. (don't 

forget your totem) 3 2
32 Fit your whole team on a paddleboard and paddle at least 10 feet out into a natural body of water 6 2
33 Perform your best pencil dive off a high dive into a pool (12' or higher). 6 2

34 As a team do 10 centipede push-ups in 15 seconds in front of pre-existing street art that says "Tucson". 
#donotgraffitiityourself 3 2

35 Swing into a pond, river or lake from a rope swing 6 2

36 Do a quick 200 meter swim in an olympic size pool. Congrats Swimmer Winner. Post a timelapse of your feat. (don't forget 
your totem)

6 2

37 Boulder one problem outdoors. 3 2

38 Do a backflip into a pond, river or lake. 9 2

39 Bowl a strike at a bowling alley... then moonwalk backwards and yell Questival. 6 2

40 Video of a team member slam dunking a basketball on a regulation hoop (if you're short get creative). 3 2

Find a Razor scooter, and shoot a 15 second demo video trying to get sponsored. 2
41 Do a 'track' stand for 10 seconds on a bike. No balance assistance allowed. 3 2

42 Jump into a natural (not a pool) body of water with your clothes on. Bring a towel! 3 2

43 Do a wheelie on a bike for 5 seconds or longer. 6 2
44 Hold a formal hula hoop Contest with stranger 3 2

45 Film yourself doing a skateboard trick that you invented 3 2

46 Mountain bike on a dirt trail for three miles. Track with an app. (screenshot) 6 1

47 Make a field goal from the 15 yard line... wait for it... with your left foot then celebrate with a dance. 3 2

48 Hit a bullseye with a bow and arrow at an archery range. #becarefultonothurtanyone 6 2

COMMUNITY & CULTURAL
49 Start an impromptu YMCA song outside the YMCA. 1 2



50 Find and take a team photograph with this mural. (tap this challenge then tap GO >) 6 1
51 Find and take a team photograph with this mural. (tap this challenge then tap GO >) 6 1
52 Find and take a team photograph with this statue. (tap this challenge then tap GO >) 6 1
53 Find and take a team photograph with this statue. (tap this challenge then tap GO >) 6 1
54 Picture collage riding 2 separate forms of public transit. 3 1
55 Picture collage riding 2 separate forms of personal transit (i.e. bikes, scooters, etc.) 1 1
56 Do something nice for a tourist/visitor out enjoying the city, make their day special. 3 3
57 Find a little free library/tiny library. Borrow a book and leave a book video explaining your selection. 

#readingisFUNdamental 6 2
58 Cotopaxi Questival movie club: recommend your favorite movie with brief explanation why. 1 2
59 Do a humans of New York style post about someone you meet during the 24 hours of Questival. 6 3

60 Find and photograph a Arizona State Quarter. 1 1
61 ***PRIZE CHALLENGE*** Impress us with your connections/access to one of Arizona's professional sports teams. 6 3
62 Write a note with 10 things you love about Arizona and leave it for someone else to find. 3 3
63 Make a 15 second commercial for the the City of Tucson 6 2

64 Take a picture with a current or former player from the Suns, Cardnals, Diamondbacks, Mercury,  etc. The actual person 
not a photo, statue or any other facsimile. 9 1

65 Take a photo or video with a real live cactus wren 3 3
66 Take a photo or video with a wild Saguaro cactus blossom 3 3
67 Make a 15 second video to sell everyone on what you think the official food of Arizona should be. Apparently you don't 

have an OFFICIAL state food yet.
3

2
68 Recreate your favorite Arizona sports moment and tag the hero of your story on social media. 3 2
69 During daylight hours do a touchdown celebration dance with the University of Arizona Stadium in the background, yes the 

actual stadium.
3 2

70 As a team sing the state song of Arizona. Sing it loud sing it proud. 3 2
71 Find/procure/dig-up a bolo tie (the official neckwear of Arizona) and give us your best impression of what you think 

someone who wears a bolo tie would say. 
3 2

72 Take a 15 second video and tell what the Arizona state motto means to you. 1 2
73 Take a creative team picture with the the state flag of Arizona. 3 1
74 Politely ask a saguaro cactus to be in a photo with your team. Take a team photo in your best cactus pose. 3 1
75 Knit a tiny scarf for a cat. 3 3
76 15 second video of your team being consumed by OR acting like snakes while crossing Diamondback Bridge. 3 2
77 Become a respectful and polite patron of the History of Pharmacy Museum. Take a video of you telling everyone something 

you find interesting inside. 3 2
78 Take a team selfie outside the abandoned Longhorn Grill. 6 1
79 Go to the Boothill Graveyard in Tombstone, AZ. Take a team picture with the sign. Be respectful of the history you're 

experiencing. Open Daily - 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. (At the top of Boot Hill off of Hwy 80) 6 1



80 With permission, visit the Rose Tree Museum, March and April are the best months to see the roses in bloom. Visit http:
//tombstonerosetree.com for more information. 6 3

81 Visit Saguro National Park and take a team selfie of a majestic view. 3 3
82 Visit the Sabino Canyon Recreation area 3 3
83 Take a picture outside or take a tour of the Mission San Xavier del Bac. If you happen to pop-in during a service PLEASE 

be quiet and respectful. 3 1
84 Be your best WILDCAT at your favorite place on University of Arizona campus. (Do NOT illegally trespass) 3 2
85 Observe something wonderful at the Kitt Peak National Observatory. Creatively document your observations 3 3
86 Reenact your favorite scene in an authentic setting from the film "Three Amigos" #filmedinArizona 3 2
87 In a western setting, convince a stranger to have a 'quick-draw' finger gun duel with you. Just like the old west, minus the 

bullets and rotten teeth. 3 2
88 Tell us about the architecture of the St Augustine Cathedral while standing outside of it, ala Rick Steves. 3 2
89 Introduce the Questival contingent to YOUR favorite place in Tucson. Tell us why it is special to you. 3 2
90 Eat your favorite dessert in the desert, or is it desert in the dessert. Either way. 3 1
91 Do the Bisbee 1000 stair climb... what is that? (4.69 miles of awesome) Check out the link GO>>>> Picture collage of the 

screenshot of your route and you at the halfway mark with totem. 12 2
92 Ask a stranger a question or make a statement to them using the letters in the word TUCSON (i.e. "Todays Used Cars 

Stink Of Newspaper" said to a stranger) 3 2

FOOD
93 Buy some produce from a local outdoor farmer’s market. 3 3
94 Go to a public place and eat a stock of cauliflower like one might eat an apple. Pretend that this is your 'normal' and film 

others reactions. #secretvideo 3 2
95 Everyone on your team eats one raw clove of garlic each. #foryourhealth 3 2
96 Play a round of Water War, what's that you ask, tap this challenge then tap GO > 3 2
97 Make your own grape juice by grape stomping, and then drink it. #sweetberrywine 3 2
98 Have your team crack open a few bottles of champagne or sparkling cider and spray them all over each other like you've 

just won the indy 500 6 2
99 Cook a pancake, try to make the it in the shape of a llama. 3 3

100 Eat 1 tablespoon of blue cheese, and immediately after swallowing sing "I'm Blue" by Eiffel 65. 3 2
101 Make then eat a dish entirely out of condiments 3 2
102 Eat an entire mouthful of French's yellow mustard. Fill your mouth to the brim. 6 2
103 Share a large melon as a team, carefully create a helmet from the melon. Take your picture with a non-Questival-

participant while wearing your creation. Tap this challenge then tap GO for inspiration > 3 2
104 Order some food and record a review as if you are Guy Fieri while you eat it. Remember to say "money" over and over to 

be authentic. 6 2
105 Perform a blind taste test with a cornstarch packing peanut and a puffy cheeto. 3 2
106 Bake cookies, share them with your nemesis. 6 2



107 Use kitchenware to perform a boyband song of your choosing, modern or classic. (for an example tap this challenge then 
tap GO >) 3 2

108 Create a budget meal you could make for under 3 dollars. Must include at least 3 ingredients 3 2
109 Bake a cake, and put candles on it. Find a stranger and sing "Happy (insert the day, i.e. Saturday) To You" to them. Make 

sure they blow out the candles. 6 2
110 Eat at a roadside diner, order the 8th thing on the menu. 6 3
111 Take a cooking class and learn to cook something new 3 2
112 Make a smoothie using at least 5 different fruits and vegetables. 3 3
113 Feed a meal from a street vendor to one of your teammates only using your elbows. 3 2

114 Show us the best deal you can get on food with a coupon 3 2
115 Go to a grocery store and pretend an avocado (or a similar looking item) is a dragon egg from Game of Thrones. Have a 

ceremony with a teammate to crown the Queen of the Dragons. 3 2
116 Decorate your face like a cake. Frosting, sprinkles, whip cream, etc. Get a teammate to taste your face. 3 3
117 Go to a restaurant serving food from a country you've never been to, and eat a dish you've never heard of. Be honest, 

really try something new and make it count. 6 2
118 Blindfold a teammate and then feed them an unusual and secret food item and see if they can guess what it is 3 2
119 Share a doughnut with your team... without using your hands. 3 2

120 Create and complete your own creative Food Challenge (For example, existing food challenges are the Gallon Challenge, 
Saltine Cracker Challenge, etc.) 3 2

121 As a team play hard boiled egg roulette. 3 2
122 Find a lactating farm animal (i.e. cow, goat, etc.), and with permission from the owner, squirt the milk directly into your 

mouth. 9 2
123 Hold a staring contest with stranger while casually eating a piece of fruit..... don't break eye contact 15 second minimum. 3 2

ADVENTURE/QUIRKY
124 Create a team logo or crest and draw it on your totem. Make a 15 second video explaining your logo. 3 2

125 Give everyone on your team new nicknames and create name badges so you don't forget. 1 2
126 Food toss trick shot, get fancy tossing food into a teammate's mouth 3 2
127 Cross the street walking like you would be walking on the moon. Peace out gravity! 3 2
128 Find an awesome stranger who you think would be down for a trust fall. Then... hold a trust fall. 3 2
129 Blindfold a teammate and give them 2 different back massages. One with all of your hands, the other with all of your feet. 

Have them guess which was which. 3 2
130 Dance on the ceiling, I don't care how just figure it out Lionel Richie did it so you should too. 3 2
131 Go to a local thrift store and find a unique item. Take said item to a crowded area, ask a quiz question and then deliver the 

item to a stranger for a correct response. Record their reaction. 3 2
132 Film a funny spit-take video with your team. Whats a spit take? Tap this challenge then tap GO > 3 2

133 Make a 15 second team intro video as if you were the stars of an 80"s or 90's sitcom. 3 2
134 Craft a canoe out of cardboard and float a teammate in it. Must float for 5 seconds minimum and teammate must stay dry. 6 2



135 Give a team-member a mohawk. Do it right, buzz everything but the spine. fohawks could be grounds for disqualification. 6 2
136 Get help from strangers and spell "QUESTIVAL" using one human body as each of the letters. (Other questival participants 

do not count as strangers for this one.) 6 3
137 Walk like a flock of chickens across a very public place. Get clucking! 1 2
138 Politely serenade a stranger not participating in questival while playing a guitar/ukulele 3 2
139 Fit one of your teammates completely into a bag/luggage/storage container. #don'tletthemdie 1 3
140 Go to a public place where music is playing (not the check-in festival) and challenge a stranger to a dance battle. Make it 

legit. Create non-monetary stakes. Loser pays up. 3 2
141 Give one of your team members a performance review in a real boardroom. 3 2
142 Fly a paper airplane more than 50 feet 3 2
143 Play a pop song on a kazoo tag the song in your caption. 3 2
144 Mail a sweet potato to a friend using the US Postal Service. Yes a potato and no box is needed. 3 2
145 Take a load off and do some urban hammocking in a creative place. Be respectful of your anchor points when choosing a 

location.
3 3

146 Give a stranger a compliment in your best foreign accent, make them feel bueno. 3 2

147 Have two team members dress up as your parents, and recreate a pivotal moment from your childhood. Dig deep. 3 2

148 Find a stranger who has the same birthday as you and provide proof. 3 3

149 Make a 15 second speech about llamas to strangers not competing in the questival on an escalator or in an elevator 6 2

150 Challenge a stranger not competing in the questival to a bubble gum blowing contest. 3 3

151 Find a stranger who has the exact same middle name as you and provide proof. 3 3

152 Find and photograph a Maine license plate. The real thing not a photo or any other facsimile. 9 1

153 Hold a door open for a stranger, sincerely compliment them as they come through the door. 3 2

154 Create a 15 second Rube Goldberg machine. 9 2

155 Brush your teammate's teeth for them, turn the water off whilst brushing. (save water, what what!). 3 2

156 Hug a stranger that is not participating in the Questival for 15 seconds. 6 2

157 Trade a piece of clothing with a stranger that is not participating in the Questival. FOR KEEPS! 1 3

158 Lay face down motionless in a public area for 60 seconds or until a stranger comes to check on you. Timelapse. (don't 
forget your totem)

3 2

159 Get llama nail art. 1 3
160 Video a teammate throwing a doughnut hole as fast as they can at another teammate's face (Protect your eyes!). 1 2
161 Fit entire team in a phone booth, a real enclosed booth like the kind superman would use or tardis. 3 3

162 Tell your best joke in 15 seconds or less. 1 2

163 Perform at an open mic night at a comedy club (not a karaoke bar, come on guys). Give it your best shot. #youcandoit 9 2
164 Go to a busy part of Tucson put on your headphones and karaoke your heart out to your favorite song, the whole song, BE 

LOUD. (aka "Headphone Karaoke")
3 2

165 Create your own 'fidget toy/machine' out of creative materials. Use it. Make sure it lasts. #craftmanship 6 3



166 Visit your favorite Karaoke bar/restaurant spot and sing some Linda Ronstadt #sheslocaltalent 6 2

SERVICE & ENVIRONMENT
167 Donate healthy nonperishable food to the homeless shelter or food bank of your choice. Minimum two items per teammate. 3 3

168 Collect all of the garbage you create during your adventure and take a picture of it in the final two hours of Questival then 
recycle/compost what you can.

12 3

169 Pick up 100 pieces of trash at a local park, recycle what you can and put the rest in the trash. Take a video clearly showing 
what you gathered.

9 2

170 Create a 15 second informational video about the work of one of Cotopaxi's grantees. 9 2

171 Collect 50 pieces of trash along a hiking trail and recycle what you can. #dogood 6 3

172 Do a load of laundry. Hang dry instead of using a dryer (energy saver, what what!). 1 3

173 Contact the nonprofit of your choice and schedule a time to go in and volunteer with them after the Questival. (PLEASE if 
you complete this challenge make sure to honor your commitment). #integrity

6 1

174 Mail a postcard to your senator or representative state or federal. 6 3

175 Mail a postcard to a veteran. 3 3

176 Donate a box of gently used clothing to a nonprofit serving those in need. 3 2

177 Perform a random act of kindness. Include a short text explanation in your comment. Do something meaningful and make it 
count!

3 3

178 Perform another random act of kindness. Include a short text explanation in your comment. Do something meaningful and 
make it count!

1 3

179 Personally thank a current/former professor/teacher/coach for the impact they have had on your life. Phone, facetime or 
skype.

1 2

180 Skype, Hangout, or FaceTime with a family member or significant other. Tell them you love them, and tell them about your 
day.

1 2

181 Give flowers to a stranger you see on the street. 3 3

182 Donate blood while wearing dracula teeth. 9 3

SOCIAL MEDIA
183 Follow Cotopaxi on Instagram - @cotopaxi. (screenshot) 1 1

184 Follow Cotopaxi on Twitter - @cotopaxi. (screenshot) 1 1

185 Like Cotopaxi on Facebook. (screenshot) 1 1

186 Like Cotopaxi Questival on Facebook. (screenshot) 1 1

187 Follow the Questival on Instagram - @CotopaxiQuestival. (screenshot) 1 1
188 Subscribe to Cotopaxi on YouTube. (screenshot) 1 1
189 Snap us a pic of your Questival adventures via Snapchat! Our username: @gearforgood. (screenshot) 1 1
190 Add a snap of your adventure to your Snapchat story (screenshot). 1 1

191 Take a picture with a current or former player from a professional sports franchise in person. No statues, old screengrabs 
or any other facsimile. 

6 1

192 Get 50 likes on a different single post made during the questival and document (prove with screenshot). 1 1



193 Get 100 likes on a different single post made during the questival and document (prove with screenshot). 3 1

194 Post a photo from Questival to your blog and put the url in the caption. (Screenshot). 3 1

195 Share Cotopaxi's Veloz Hydration Pack Kickstarter campaign on your facebook or instagram and post a screenshot. 6 1

CAMPING & SURVIVAL - MUST BE DONE IN NATURE AWAY FROM YOUR HOME!!
196 Camp overnight in a tent in the wilderness give an MTV Cribs style tour of your entire campsite. (Sorry yard/house camping 

doesn't count) 9 2
197 While camping in the wilderness sing a pop song around your campfire. 3 2
198 While camping in the wilderness make a commercial for a cologne/perfume based on the scent of campfire. Channel your 

inner Chanel™. 3 2
199 While camping in the wilderness come up with a SUPER clever way of roasting one of your marshmallows for your s'more. 3 3
200 While camping in the wilderness document/photograph at least 4 different types of wildlife, each unique/from separate 

animal families. (Don't forget the totem) 3 1
201 While camping in the wilderness make a homemade "ghillie suit" and attempt to sneak close to an animal in nature….OR a 

teammate and scare the stuffing out of them. 1 2
202 While camping in the wilderness cook a meal over a campfire. 6 3

203 While camping in the wilderness start a campfire without matches, a lighter, or starter fluid (fire must be contained inside a 
legal fire pit).

6 2

204 While camping share a meal with another team over a campfire. Two totems required in the submission. 12 3

205 While camping in the wilderness make s'mores over a campfire add an extra ingredient and share your recipe in the 
caption.

3 3

206 Share a campsite with another team. Two totems required in the submission. 12 3

207 While camping in the wilderness recite a Cotopaxi rap around a campfire. 3 2

208 Challenge another team to a 100 meter swim race in an olympic size pool. Two totems required in the submission. 
(Timelapse) 12 2

209 While camping in the wilderness video a 15 second scary story around a campfire. 3 2

210 While camping in the wilderness dowse a campfire. 1 3

211 While camping in the wilderness draw a picture of a llama w/ charcoal from your campfire. 3 3

212 Document the largest spider you can find. Not from a store or cage/terrarium. 6 3

213 Howl at the moon as a team at midnight (Be quiet and respectful of your neighbors if you have sleeping neighbors nearby). 6 2

214 Research the symptoms of heat stroke then make a 15-sec video sharing how to spot the symptoms. 3 2

215 Research how to correctly treat a snake bite then make a 15-sec video sharing what you learned. 3 2

216 Find a birds nest with eggs in it IN NATURE. NOT EGGS YOU BOUGHT FROM A STORE. Real bird eggs. 3 3

217 Eat a real worm, not a gummy. #doubledareyou 6 2

218 Eat two crickets #doubledareyou. 6 2

219 Eat a beetle #doubledareyou. 6 2

220 Whittle yourself a spoon and eat some soup with it. 3 3

221 film a video illustrating how to find a clean natural water source 3 2



222 Make a 15-sec video teaching an outdoor skill (backpacking, hiking, camping, cooking, etc). 3 2

223 Film a 15 second video teaching how to tie an alpine butterfly knot. 3 2

224 Tie a bowline knot in a 15 second video. 3 2

225 Film a 15 second video teaching how to tie a prusik knot. 6 2

226 Filter water from a natural source and drink it. Water must be properly filtered and no a kitchen filter does not filter properly. 6 3

227 Prepare and eat an MRE/Mountain House meal #CampEats. 6 3

228 plan a 3 day backpacking meal, film a video explaining what you would bring and share some backpacking food tricks and 
tips 3 2

229 Watch a sunrise. Take a break and enjoy the moment. (Sunrise Saturday in Tucson is at 6:47am) 6 3

230 Watch a sunset. Take a break and enjoy the moment. (Sunset Saturday in Tucson is at 6:24pm) 3 3

231 Skip a rock at least 7 times on water. 3 2

232 Film a video illustrating how to sharpen a pocket knife correctly 3 2
233 Catch a crawdad in a creative/new way. (I.e. bacon on a piece of string works…) 3 2

HIKING & TRAVEL
234 Cross the border with another state. Take a video at the border doing your best Michael Jackson dance moves. #beatit 6 2

235 Take a Photo with a taxidermy jackalope. 3 1

236 Drink water from a freshwater spring (a spring is a point where groundwater flows out of the ground, and is thus where the 
aquifer surface meets the surface of the earth).

6 2

237 Hold a Śavāsana (*yoga move) in a creative outdoor (scenic) location for full 15 second video #beginner 1 2

238 Hold a Adho Mukha Śvānāsana (*yoga move) in a creative outdoor (scenic) location for full 15 second video #intermediate 3 2

239 Hold a Naṭarājāsana (*yoga move) in a creative outdoor (scenic) location for full 15 second video #hard 6 2

240 Hold a Aṣṭāvakrāsana (*yoga move) in a creative outdoor (scenic) location for full 15 second video #expert 9 2

241 Hike the Marshall Gulch area of Mount Lemmon,  team selfie with a large boulder near the top of the hike and a screenshot 
of your hiked path. #piccollage  (1-4 miles)

6 1

242 Take a team selfie near your favorite petroglyphs in King Canyon and add a screenshot of your hiked path. #piccollage  (1-
4 miles)

6 1

243 Hike Sabino Canyon in the Santa Catalinas ($5 park fee, 3.8 miles paved) 6 3

244 Hike the Pima Canyon trail, take a picture from the peak at Tucson Valley below. 9 1

245 Hike Douglas Spring to Bridal Wreath falls 9 1

246 Hike to Finger Rock (~4 miles, and 4,000 ft of elevation) 12 1

247 Hike to the Romero Pools (~5 miles and 3,000 ft of elevation) 12 1

248 Hike Mount Wrightson to the highest peak in Arizona. Take a team selfie from the top (take either Old Baldy Trail or Super 
Trail) 

12 1

249 Car karaoke as a team to your favorite song. Tag James Cordon @JKCorden & @latelateshow 6 2

250 Visit a town with a population below 500. Take a picture by the population sign. No sign, no points. 3 1



251 Find a peaceful outdoors space, sit down and take 5 minutes to relax in silence and enjoy the moment. (Timelapse, don't 
forget your totem) 3 2

252 Film a video showing how to check the oil, coolant, power steering fluid, brake fluid, and windshield wiper fluid levels in 
your car. Make sure everything is ship shape. 3 2

CHECKPOINT CHALLENGES
253 2 - TIMEFRAME (noon-2pm) - ... ANNOUNCEMENT FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT! Plan accordingly, the challenge takes some 

time to complete 4 3
254 3 - TIMEFRAME (5pm-7pm) - ]... ANNOUNCEMENT FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT! Plan accordingly, the challenge takes some 

time to complete. 4 3
255 COMPLETE BOTH COTOPAXI CHECKPOINT CHALLENGES - Submit team photo with all passport stamps visible. 6 1

CHECK-IN CHALLENGES
256 Donate to the IRC by clicking on this link. Take a screenshot of your donation to an IRC rep at the onsite Cotopaxi Store. 

They'll give you a piece of fabric to write a "Message of Hope" to a refugee. We'll combine these flags from every city to 
create a giant display at the end of the year.  9 1

257 Visit NothingButNets.net learn a fact about malarya then Visit the Nothing But Nets booth and make a 15 second video 
sharing your new found knowledge. 6 2

258 Pick up 20 pieces of trash in/around Reid Park and throw it away in the proper bin. Take a picture of your bounty before 
tossing it. 3 3

259 Explore beautiful Reid Park and take a team photo at the Rose Garden. 3 1
260 Explore the beautiful Reid Park and take a video in front of a Zoo sign while doing an impression of your favorite animal. 1 2
261 Make a snapchat post at the festival and use The Questival geofilter. (Screenshot) 1 1
262 Take part in the "Follow-the-Llama" Dance competition, get a photo/video of someone from your team participating. 

#goforthegold! 3 2
263 Eat something from one of the check-in party food vendors and take a quick pic. 3 1
264 Take a team photo with the Cotopaxi logo located on the back side of the store tents. 1 1
265 Successfully arrive at the kick-off/launch party at Reid Park having parked legally and lawfully or having used public 

transport. 1 3
266 Play Giant "Beer" Pong at the Festival with another team 3 3
267 Play Llama "Cornhole" at the Festival with another team 3 3
268 Take a selfie or a team picture with Miguel the Llama. (We will announced from the stage when Miguel arrives) 3 1
269 Complete the kickoff challenge at 7:30 (It will be announced from the stage) 24 2


